
Connect Orientation 

Thank you all so much for being FBN Connect Team members!  A first impression is so important.  We pray that through 
your smiles and service that all who enter FBN would “taste and see that the Lord is good.” (Ps. 34:8).  Here is some 
important information for all who serve on our Connect Team: 

Arrival/COVID 

 Please follow the 15 minute rule concerning your arrival and departure.  This means being posted in your 
respective room assignment 15 minutes before the service, and 15 minutes after.  

 Once the people have cleared, use the sanitation wipes to clean the hard surfaces (door handles, tabletops, 
bathroom sinks and handles, etc.) 

 Wear masks at all times when fulfilling your Connect Team roles. 

Room Assignments 

 Connect Room – this is the room with the quad-entry doors and the Welcome Desk.  Most everyone who enters 
FBN’s Worship Center will pass by you at some point in time.  Be a smiling and welcoming presence!  This room 
assignment not only includes opening doors for and greeting all who come to FBN, but also includes staffing the 
welcome desk by receiving guest cards and giving the FBN gifts to first-time visitors.  Staffing the Welcome Desk 
is especially important following the worship service. 

 Welcome Center – this is the room with the bathroom, Children’s check-in kiosks, and canopy door entrance.  
This room assignment not only includes opening doors for and greeting all who come to FBN, but also includes 
having a keen eye to spot families with children who may need assistance getting checked-in.   

Visitors/Guests 

 All Connect Team members should keep a keen eye out for anyone who may appear as a guest.  They often 
enter the building slowly and will stay near the entrance until they can get their bearings.  Connect Team 
members should be the first to warmly introduce themselves.   

 Once introductions have been made, offer your assistance to help them navigate the building of FBN, pointing 
out restrooms, Children’s check-in, Worship Center, etc. 

 If the guest appears open and accessible, offer to them to fill out a guest card in the weekly bulletin or through 
our website.  If the guest appears reserved or uncomfortable, simply make you introduction, offer your 
assistance, and then simply thank them for coming.  We do not want to make guests uncomfortable with a 
strong or persistent presence. 

Children’s Check-In 

 All children who will be utilizing our children’s ministries (infants-3rd grade) must check-in in the Welcome 
Center.  There will be a nursery volunteer stationed at the check-ins to help check-in and give direction for all 
members and guests. 

Tips for Connection 

 Remember Names – in the occasion you have the opportunity to meet someone new, feel free to keep a note 
on your phone or notebook with names so you can rehearse the name and mentally match the name to the 
face.  Remembering someone’s name is a very effective way to let them know you care that they have come to 
FBN! 

 Don’t Clique – it is easy to get lost in conversations with fellow church members, long time friends and other 
Connect Team members.  Though these conversations are not bad, do not let them distract you from someone 
who appears to be a guest or needs assistance/direction. 
 


